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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1
IN'fRODUCT IO:.N

Planning for the kind of eoonomio progress that will promote the
general welfare must inc lude development of human resources. Eaoh generation of the nation's bOYS and girls as they grow up must be given whatever equipment is neoessary to make them oitizens with a vision of their
responsibilities and oapaoity tor personal developmeHt and sooia1 usefulness. vvays of satisf;ying their eduoation and emp10yme!!t needs •••••••• are
of vital importance. (1)
ffoday with the advent of

/;I.!i

ever increasing industrialization,

the importaL!ce of developing the skill, strength, and knowledge of the
young people to meet the new age is reoognized as never before.

l~ot

only

must the fundamentalism of traditional: eduoation be revised in terms of a
more progressive eduoation, uut also the practioa1, non-academic oourses
should be given more oonsideration.
In this i:;hesis I have at"tempted to analyze one partiou1arly important aspeot of Ghe problem of youth and employment.

I have presented

here a sooiologioa1 a!lalysis 01' part-time employment in "the Louisville,
Kentuoky Senior High bohools.

It was my intention to inquire into the re-

lationships between the time spent in employment 8.nd the effects on the
students' sohol8.stio and social lives.
de!:l.vored to show the effeots

On

'l'hroughout the thesis I have en-

-che community of a school work program.

'rhe lIJEI.in body of the thesis is divided into three ohapters: all
introduotion, a report 01' the analysis of the data, and a summary 01' trends
and proposals.

'l'he partioular questions posed by the investigation, the

methodology, and the analysis of looal and national data will be presented
in ohapter two.
At the beghw.ing, a brief hist;ory of the conoept of the relation(1) Eduoational and Employment 0vportunities of Youth: D.::>. Dept. of Labor:
Division of Labor Standards, Child Labor and Youth E:mployment Branch:
Washington# D. C.
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ship of work and educati on in the United States should be presented.
In the early Colonial days in ,North .cunerioa., the work and educal:.ion both centered around the home.

In faot, mos't; of the vi tal ele-

meats of existeHoe were to ue found in t;he home.
the key to production.

'l'he home work shop was

Thus, in learning a trade, a boy or girl merely

became an apprentice to his father or mother.

In such a way, cabinet

making, weaving, cooking, and carpentry were passed on to each succeeding
generat ion.

'l'here tended to develop an interrelated work and education

program, since the children were getting an education through their apprenticeship.

'l'hese apprenticeships

w~re

often long and required partic-

ular attention on the part of the parents.
With the coming of industrializa1:;ion of production, however,
this handicraft economy broke down, throwing thousands of young people into the routine of factory life.
formal education WaS possible.

For 1:;his segment of the population, little
Initially weak child labor laws have been

gradually replaced with the child labor laws of today; consequently more
formal education has been made possible for those of lower economic status.
The basic philosophy of t.his movement has been 1:;0 take the child away from
work and put him into the classroom.
From 1900 to 194>, one saw the emphasis being placed on formal
education divorced from part-time employment.

In addition to legis lation

forcing more formal education, the laok of industrial opportunities during the depression years kept many young people in school who otherwise
would have been on the job market.

In 1940, war demands opened an entire-

ly new field of opportunity for many adolescents who were eager to go into industry.

Durinf': the war, many young people cut short their education
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thus handicapping their future.

Many received higher wages thaLl custom-

ary in normal times for the jObs they held..

For s orne of these youngsters,

wartime social conditions interfered with a home life favorable to a sound
development of pers onali ty.
In order to help satisfy these education-employment needs both of
the post-war years and the years ahead, some communities have formulated a
correlated school-work program.
concluding chapter.

These programs will be discussed in the

Although the necessity for such a program is no less

vital in Louisville, little progress has been made in organizing such a
system.
It is with a realization of these needs in the local community,
that the following thesis is presented.

CHAPTER TWO
THE ANALYS IS OF DATA
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CHAPTER II
THE A:,iALYSIS OF DATA.

Methodology
In order to analyze the problems of the high school students,
I used a survey.

A copy of the questionnaire employed in the survey is

included in the appendix.

The questions were intended to stress the

inter-relationship of academic, social, and employmen.""G proolems.

l'he

survey was made in the followir!g senior high schools in Louisville,
Kentucky:
Theodore Ahrens Trade Sc.hool

J. M. Athertoll School for Girls
Central Colored High School
Reuben Post Halleck Senior high School
Louisville Male High bchool
Du Pont 11Jauual 'fraining High School
Shawnee Senior High 8chool
Eere I wish to state the scope and limitations of my survey.
'fhe data in the analysis were Obtained through voluntary answers, there
being no compulsion to answer.

::;ince this was so, no control group could

be set up to make precise statistical measurements.

'rhus the data have

been used to show the major trends, n.ot to establish definite mathematical
tormulation of any of the questions posed.

In the conclusion I have en-

deavored to ouild a program suggested by the trends and data secured
through this survey alld0hose reported in other cities.
'1'0 offset the lack of a control group, I did have very good co-

opera"tion from the representatives of the working students of the various
schools.

this cooperation was due largely to "Ghe fact "Ghat the students

5

knew that no sohool authorities would have acoess to their aHswers.

This

was stressed ill a number of oases where the students iudioa .. ed a willingness to answer my questions, provided that no sohool authorities saw the
replies.

This I found encouraging because I believe the questions were

answered sinoerely and without reoourse to

It

offio :i.al" answers in order to

produoe a favorable impression on the instruotor.
Similar surveys have been oonduoted in other cities, sometimes
using a oontrol group to oheok IQ or soholastio reoordS.

Some of these

surveys have been inc luded in the la tter part of this ohapterto present;
evidenoe from elsewhere.

In oonsidering these analyses of survey's, the

limitations and advantages of a comparison mlJSt oe understood.

By having

some perspeotive of other oities' needs and problems, one is better able
to visualize looa 1 problems.

'llhis oultural pattern whioh sets so many of

the ideals of our adolesoents has many variables, but more important are
the similarities that may be seen as one oompares the aims and ambitions
of the nation's youth.
'rhe methodology whioh waS employed in the survey, will now iJe
summarized.

I was oonfronted wil:;h the lack of oertain Il1b.terial essentials

for :making a scientifio investigation.

I had no control group, and I had

little data available from the Board .of Education.

There simply was no

department operated by the Board whioh had ever made suoh investigations
on a compulsary basis.

Thus where I needed the

I~

of aD. individual, for

example, it was neoessary to rely upon an IQ obtained several yea.rs before.
'l'he samplingt.echnique whioh I employed was based on the following two assumptions: (1) relativel;).' few sophomores would hold a job in
oomparison to seniors and juniors due to minimum employment age; (2) a
study hall or gnglish class would yield as liverage a group as oould iJe

6

ootained.

'l'he questionnaires Viere administered personally a"t l\fJ8.1e, Manual,

Central, and atherton.

It was impossible to do this at Ahrens, Halleck"

and Shawnee" so I left "the questionnaires with the study hall teachers"
and secured the comple"ted forms la"ter.

01' "the total 228 questionnaires,

103 were secured in the latter fashion.
After the schedules were completed" I next secured the academic
information from the school records.

My purpose in repor"ting avertige scho-

lastic records was to see if general academic work waS interfered with by
part-time employment.

In reporting IQs , I wanted to ascertain "the median

IQ of the students interviewed.
'I'he IQ in all cases reported was Msed on a standard intelligence
test which is given to all sixth grade students in the Louisville Public
School

~ystem.

Although in certain cases other intelligence tests were

used, only the O"tis Il-l was selected, in order to keep all data comparable.
It should be recalled when using the IQ data that these tests had been
given five to seven year's previous to the scholastic work compared.

During

so long a time" various types of social maladjustments or readjustments
may ar:1.se which would result in low correlations between IQ and the average
scholastic record.
The average scholastic record was secured from the individual record cards.

In general, what was wanted from these records was an approxi-

mate percentage which would epitomize -ehe academic work of the student.

In

the case of Ahrens Trade School" I interpreted its system in terms of percentages. (*)

There were several failures in all of the schools" particu-

larly among those students whose overall average was less than 7,'5 per cent.
After summarizing these grades" the general major trends are indicated.

* Ahrens

Trade School keeps its record in terms of satisfactory and unsatisfactory. I:latisfactory corresponds roughly to A, B, and C of the traditional
system. Thus these Ahrens grades were converted to "the regular basis.
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After the survey waS completed, "the following seemed of "the most
importance:
(1) A relationship between IQ and Average Scholastic Record.
(2) A classification of IQ according to school.
(3) A relationship between the Average Scholastic Record and
hours spent per week in work.
(4) A relationship of the time spent; at extra-curricular acti vi-

ties and hours spent per week ill employment.
(5) A relationship between the hours spent in employment and the

hours spent in outside school assignments.
(6) An analysis of -Ghe classification of jobs.
(7) A rela~ionship between the amount of time employed and the
financial need for work.
(8) A relationship between the financial need of the parents,
and the need for the student's employment.

These relationships will constitute the main body of my inquiry and analysis.
nentGo it.

I shall take each problem and present

my data perti-

The analysis of the national surveys will -chen be given.

Be_

fore starting the a.nalysis, I shall present the following table shOWing the
distribution of returns according to schools.

This is done since some

schools were not as well represented as others, thus making impossible a
strict sampling on the basis of population.
TABLE I

A CLASSIFICA'l'IOH OF THE DISTRIBU1'ION OF RETU1\N~D QUESnO.i:~J:{AIRES FROM A
SAlVlPLE SURVEY CONDUCTED AMO.l-iG 'I'}fE S'l'UD'<;NI'S ElVJPLOY~D .PAR'f TIME IN SENIOR
HI GE SC HOOLS OF L01JISVILLF~, KSN'I'UC KY, APRIL, 1947.

Schools:
Ahrens,
Boys
Otrls
Atherton, Girls
Central, Boys
Girls
Halleck, Girls
Nlale,
Boys
Boys
Ivlanual,
Shawnee, Girls
Total: Boys 96
Total: Girls 132

Total Forms Returned
21
16
18
15
11
36
24
36

51
TO'ta 1
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Although a total of 228 questionnaires were returned, all of
them were not complei;ely answered.

For example,

some of the students

answered only five or eight out of the total 228 questions.
some cases, I was unable to secure an

I~

Again in

because the student had come

from a system in which no IQ was reported.

The net result is that all

questions on the schedule will not be represen"lied by 228 replies.
Since in some tables only five or six cases were tabulated
that fitted the particular circumstances, percentages have been used
rarely.

l'he only instances which warranted percentages were statements

involving more than one hundred cases."
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Analysis of Local Data
In this section I shall present my findings relevant to the
local analysis.

The several relationships mentioned in the last

section will be treated separat&ly.
'l.'he first relationship to o.e investigated is that of Il,!
and the average scholastic record.

By referring to Tables III and

IV, it is seen that there is not a close relationship between
these two variables.

'I.'his low relationship is not too startling if

one considers that a period ot from five to. seven years has elapsed
since the IQ test was administered.

more recent IQ test during

~

the high school year would be desirable.
By referring to Table III, the following median IQ's were
obtained for the sohools as indicated.

TABLE II
A CLASSIFICAT ION OF :MEDlA.;.\i IQ BASED ON A SAMPLE SURVEY CONDUCTED AMONG
THE STUDENTS EMPLOYED PART T1MB I.N SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISVILLE,
KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1947.
School

Median n;;
108
103

Boys
Girls
Atherton, Girls
Central, Boys
Girls
Halleok, Girls
Boys
Male,
Boys
Manual,
Shawnee, Girls
Ahrens,

Median for all schools reporting:

103

98
98
98
111
108
100
103
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'l'AbLE III

BASED O.i:~ A I:>AM.t'LE I:>URV1'JY Cmml.1C'1'ED AN.tOi~G TEE
TIME
Il~ ::il%IOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISVILLE,
EJ.Vll'l.Onm PAR'f
KEi,rUCKY , APRIL, 1947.

OF

.A CLA.3i>IFICAi'IOrj

I~'~

l:)'.L'UDT~Nl'S

;:)chools P!:I.r-cioipating

IQ Ran~e.
AHR8l'.S
Boys Girls
tH-5

2

1

96-90

1

91-5

2

AI'ID~R1'0.i:~

Girls
1

HALLECK
Cl51d'H.AL
noys Girls Girls
2

4

8

21

2

5

9

27

5

5

5

8

6

41

2

3

4

8

6

28

2

4

4

16

1

13

106-110

5

3

4

111-15

2

1

2

3

4

18

10

3

2

16

3

36

2

'rotal

15

12

1

1

1

6

2

12o-Up

TOTAL

Girls

1

101-5

1

4

l:)Ff-A/vl'i~~E

7

4

1

2

NlANUAL
HOyS
2

3

3

121-5

3

4

96-100

116-20

;3

W..A,LE
Boys

1

2

2

1

1

1

16

16

1

9

2

30

4

1

;3

19

40

7
50

214

This IQ distribution is about normal, and although some schools
fall below or some higher than the median of 100" "chis could be expected
in such a sampling as I had obtained.

Thus the trend of IQ a.s far as this

population is concerned, appears reasonably normal, with the boys of this
group having a slightly higher median than the girls.
If one were to account for the differenoe in the median IQ's for
tihe various schools, it would require a greater number of oases to reach
any definite conolusions.

However one pertinent faot may be oited.

The

lower IQ' s at Central are explained by the poorer past educational opportunit ies of the

i.~egroes.

'l'he variance ill the IQ among the other schools

should not be considered significant.

11
There is no substantial evidence to indicate that the

I~,

of t;he

working population deviates appreciably from tl'-.e group of students who are
not employed.

That is, one would expect to find, according to this survey,

as large a percentage of superior persons among this group of people working part time, as one would find in any large group.

It would seem desir-

able to have known the median IQ of the elltire high school student 'Jody
for each school to use as a control group, but the schools could not supply
such information.
Below is presented a table which shows the cltlossil'ica1:;ion of the
scholastic averages for the high schools visited.

TABLE IV.

A CLASSIFICATION OF THE AVERAGE SCHOLA~TIC RECORDS BASED ON A SAMPLE 6L~
VEY CONDUCTED A!viONG THE STL"T>E.NTS EMPLOYED PART TIME OF TEE SENIOR HIGH
~CHOULD OF LOUI~VILLE, KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1947.
AVERAGE SCHOLASTIC RECOHDS IJ.\l 'rERMS OF PERCENT
71-75 70-80 81-85 86-90
91-95 96 and-rOVer

SCHOOLS

Ahrens,

Boys
Girls

Atherton
Central,

Boys

(Grades not given in percentage; see page 7
tor explanation.)
"

Male

1

5

4

4

5

3

2

2

3

3

2

4

4

3

7

6

1

1

5

3

4

3

1

Girls
Halleck

TOTAL

12

7 '

:Manua1

21

8

6

3

Shawnee

17

17

14

7

Total

64

40

41

31

22
12

11

1

27

39
55

9

4

189

12
TABLE V
A DISTRIBUTION OF 'fEE .MEDIAi~ SCHOLASTIC RECORDS BASED ON A SAMPLE SURVEY
COi:~DUCTED AMONG 'fEE STlJD~TS EMPLOYED PART TIME IN THl!: SEHIOR RIGa SCHOOLS
OF LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1947.

SCHOOLS

MEDIA11J SCHOLASTIC PERCENTAGE

Atherton

86

Central

83

Halleok

81

Male

80

Manual

74

Shawnee

78

Median for all of the schools:

80

With regard to grades, it should be remembered that no positive
oomparison oan ever be made between the several schools, since the standards, techniques, and the teaching devices are so different.

However, over

and above this aspect of the comparison, I think the most striking fact of
this compilation is the relatively low median record of all the schools
grouped together, i.e., a median of 80.

When one finds such a laree per-

oentage of the working group falling in this category, two questions are
immediately asked:

(1) Are these unusually large numbers of low grades

caused by the fact that the students work, or (2) Do the students who would
be doing poor work (academic) under any conditions, take the jobs?
It seems that possibly the source of the large group of low marks
in the cases studied lies more in the realm of social and personality adjustment than in the field of scholastic training.

It should be remem-

bered that this large group doing poor work in the schools is not menta.lly
inferior or handicapped, as the IQ distribution is not indiCative of men-
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tal incapacity.

In -cne latter portion of -ehe thesis, considerable em-

phasis is placed on the ueed for a more suitable job -eraining program
that will take into account problems of personality adjustment.
The next relationship to be investigated is that of length of
hours employed and the scholastic records.

For this purpose, overall

averages of less than 80 per cent were considered unsatisfactory work.
The table following is designed to relate the hours spent in gainful employment with the number of' students having grades averaging less than 80
per cent.
'l'ABLE VI.
A CLAS;;)IFICATIOl~ OF THE GRADES AVERAGI.:.IiG IES;;) TBAJ.'i 80 PER CEii'll, GROUPED
ACCORDING TO THE l~UMBER OF HOURS Sf'E~T IN GAINFUL Er!:PLOY.MEN'r, BASJi.:D ON A
SAMPLE StJRVEY COHDUCTED AMONG THE S'l'UDE:NTS EMPUJYED PART TIME IN SEiHOR
HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUIi::iVILIE, KERl'UCKY, APRIL, 1947.

Hours per week
AHREHS
employed.
Boys Girls
1-9

Girls

1

4
2

10-19

3

5

20-29

2

3

30 and over
Total

3
8

ATHER'rON

CElJl'RAL

Boys Girls

HALLECK

Girls

6

Boys

Boys

SHAW1'JEE TOTAL

Girls

11

2

2

17

1

2

4

9

9

3

2

1

14

2

27

3

6

10

31

28

14
U5

2
9

MALE N.A.NUAL

6

2

15

It is seen from Table VI that little relationship exists between the hours employed and poor grades, since there were as many poor
grades among the students working only a few hours as there were among
the students working long hours.

In order to ascertain what percentage

of cases were doing unsatisfactory work, the following table was made.
is seen that 115 out of 228 students reporting are doing unsatisfactory
academic work.

It
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TABLI!:: VII
A CLA0i/IFICATI01~ OF STUDE.NTS VIRO HAVE LES::; THAN 80 PER CENT AVERAGE FOR
SCHOLA:::>TIC RECORDS, BASED ON A SAlVPLF; S1JRVEY C01\iDUC'fED AMONG THE SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOu) :-:>'l'UDEI~T:::> EMPLOYED PART TIME 11" LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, APRIL,
1947.
School

:::>tuden-csv\ho Ead Less
Than 80 Per Cen-c

I' otal ReportinJ:j

I

Boys

8

21

Girls

9

16

ATHERTOr, ,

l:.r l s

6

18

CE1~TRAL,

Boys

0

15

Girls

2

11

HALLECK,

Girls

15

30

Iv1AL.t!: ,

DOYS

10

24

Iv:.Ar~UAL ,

noys

31

30

Girls

28

51

115

228

Total

'fable VII shows that a very high percentage of all the students included in the part-time work group ere doing poor scholastic
work.

Although they may be passing their subjects, the median for their

work is under the grade established as average, that is 85.

In order to

better compare the information of rrable Vll with the total numbers of
hours of employment, Table VIII follows.
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TABLE VIII
A CLA:;iS1FICA'l'IO.N OF TP..E NLlj;BER OF HOUR1:> WORKED PERjV"EEK BY TEE SCHOOlS
REPORTING 11"1 A ::>AMPLE :SURVEY COI\j1H;CTED AMONG THE STlJDENT::> EMPLOYED PART
'rIME IN TEE SEInOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1947.

School

Hours Employed Per Week
1-9
10-19
20-9
30 and over

Total

Boys

1

5

9

6

21

Girls

2

7

5

2

16

ATtlSRTO.L~,

Girls

8

8

2

CENTRAL,

J:!oy~

2

:3

6

Girls

7

2

HALLECK,

Girls

21

10

MALE,

Boys

9

7

5

3

24

MANUAL,

Boys

5

10

15

6

36

SHAWlIjEE,

Girls

29

16

4

2

51

84

08

51

25

228

AHREN::>,

Total

18
4

15

2

11
36

The jObs requiring long hours of employment are largely positions for bOys, since 21 of
were bOYS.

~he

25 people working over 30 hours per week

From Table VI, it is also seen that 14 out of the 28 students

working over 30 hours per week are doing poor academic work.
In order to illustrate the effects of long hours of employment,
a few direct statements from random questionnaires are pertinent:
As a rule I would like to stop working such long hours after
sohool, as it interferes with my studying, but I live only
with my brother and mother. The only means of support are
from my brother and me.
Working long hours makes me have to do homework late at night,
and causes me to be not alert at school.
These comments epitomize the difficult ies experienced by many
students who are working over ten hours a week.
denced between

bOYS'

Some difference eas evi-

and girls' capacities for long hours of work.

There
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were more boys working long hours, but the girls who did work long hours
maintained a higher scholastic record.
A few statements from the questionnaire again may make more explicit the problem of interference in the school program.
You are sleepy and can't study as much as you wish.
Vvork hasn' +. interfered with my schooling but it has with my
soc ial life.
It may be seen by looking at the above sample replies that such
answers indica"te a neea for better coordination between school and industry,
so that the number of students working over thirty hours per week may be reduced.
The median of the work week of the entire sample population is
fifteen hours, while the median for the Negroes is approximately sixteen
hours.

'rhis median is based on a small number of Negro cases, only 27

reporting.

This analysis is inc luded here to indicate that the Negroes

of this community who replied to the questionnaire share to a large extent the same proDlems as the white population.
Thus there seems to oe a tendency, as indioated oy this survey,
for students to become negligent in their school work a.nd to have little
time for recrea.tional pursuits.

Part time work under the most ideal

situation is not intended to maintain these ohildren in school.

It is

to provide an opportunity to gain admittance to the adult world of business and industry through a well integrated program.

In the last section

of the thesis there will be developed the type of work program advocated
by educat ors.
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~OW'

that the background of the problem of long working hours

among a relatively large number of students has been given, the next
question that may be asked is, "Why do these people work such long hours?"
In order to establish a viewpoint 1"or this question, the following classification Was made:
'l'ABLE DI...
A CWciIFICii,TIO.N OF STTJ.o~ifIS ivHO CLi\.HI.iED '1'HAT TH8IR PARt TIME ,NORK V~AS
£.jEC~::>&.ARY FOR 1'lAIl~T~';NANCE IN ::;CHOOL A~ INm:C:A'l'ED BY A SAMPLE 8DRV~Y CONDUCTil:lJ A.MOI~G THE &ElIlIOR HIGH 8CHOOu) OF LOUJ:::iVILLE, KEr~TUCKY, APRIL, 1947.

Hours per week AHRENS ArHER'l'OI, CElnRAL HALLECK
employed. Boys Girls
Boys Girls
1-20

1

1

1

over 20

4

5

7

Total

5

6

8

MALE

NANDAL

SliAvvNEE

1

1

3

10

1

4

4

4

29

1

5

5

7

39

2

2

TOTAL CLAIMING MONEY WAS :NECESSARY:

TOTAL

39

Of the students working over twenty hours per week, less than

forty per cent reported that the money was essential; of those working
under twenty hours per week .. less than ten per cent repcrted i t

essentia1~

This question of long hours of employment seems in many cases to
resolve itself into the problem of Obtaining enough money for personal purposes.

The teen-age money prOblems are Iaramount to these young people.

Phoebe Gordon has analyzed this 'oonfliot and has made oertain recommendationa.

She found that among the students she interviewed. less than 50

per oent reported any interest in working besides the need for recreation
money.

In further investigations she learned that olothing and dating

money were the two biggest needs among the young people, and that even
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among the bOys, clothes were 1'C:lr from unimportant.

I'hus in order -co re-

duce the need for such long hours of work, she recommended that

tr~e

students J

in conjullction with their parents, set up a budgeting system so that a
smaller amount of mocey could ue used more wisely for clothing and recreation. ( 1)
She found recreational and extra-curricular activities eliminaced from the progra.m of the people who worked, since invariably social
functions were planned when it was impossible for working students to
attend.

'i'hus in order to share equto.lly the privileges bond joys of high

sohool, i'e was urged that a planned

pr~gram

be instituted.

In order to see how much time the local stud&nts spent in
extra-currioular aoti vities, the following two tables are presented.

Table

X shows "ehe amount of time speno\:; by the studen'ts working less than 20 hours
per week, while Table XI shows the relations existing in the group working
over 20 hours per week.
TABLE X.
A CL.AS::>IFICATIOj\j OF HOURS SPEi~T Il~ EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVI1T~S OF STuDKdTS
WO]{KING LES~ '1'EAN 20 HOURS l'ER WEEK, A:S Il~DICArED BY A SAMPLE S1.JRVl!:Y OF
STu'DEN'rS EMPLOYED PART 'rIME Hi TBE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISVILLE,
¥..Ei~TUCEY, APRIL, 1947.

Hours SEent ABREiiS ATHERTON CENTRAL
in extra- Boys Girls
Boys Girls
currioular

1-5

1

5

2

2

6-10
11-15

3
1

6

2

8
1

22
1

Total

5

13

11

5

HALU~CK

4
2

N"JA.LE

lVl.At~'UAL

SHAWI~EE

'rOTAL

21
42

4

5
16
2

8

23

76

TABlE XI.
A CLASSIFICATIOH AS ABOVE OF STUDE1~'fS vvORKING OVER 20 HOURS A WEEK.
4
1
3
5
4
1-5
6
5
1
1
1
1
6-10
2
1
2
11-15

29

6

2

1

4

2

5

T ota 1
6
7
2
5
1
3
1
8
TOTAL S1'u'D;::;,NTS REf'OR'l'ING EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES WA&:
113

(1) Gordon, Phoebe: "Teen Age Money Problems".
C]a aring House:

11: 402-6, March # 1937
'"

4

13

6

2

37

19

From this analysis it is

s~en

that far more students were able

to participate in extra-curricular activities among those working less
than twenty hours per week, than in the group working more than twenty
hours per week.

Of the total students reporting extra-curricular activ-

ities, the average time spent in such enterprises was seven hours per week.
Hmvever, of the people working over twenty hours per week, 29 out of 37 reporting devoted less than four hours

:re r

week to their extra-curricular

aotivities.
Extra-curricular activities for this survey were defined as
any sooializing influences, e. g.,

athl~tics,

debating, dramatics, or ohurch group work.

young people's organizations,

The community oooperation that

suoh activities as these could develop is of great value.

However, when a

part of the young people of any community are working such long hours that
they oannot partioipate in suoh activities, then there is a serious
lenge to the adults to remedy the situation.

cr~l-

If, as WaS indioated, 70 per

cent of the students working over 20 hours per week are denied such wholesome recreation, our educational oonoepts should be ohallenged.
Another aspect of the oonflict between working and sohooling is
the question of homework.

As shawn in the few sample oomments quoted in

this ohapter, long hours of work are not oonduoive to studying outside of
sohool.

Thus in order to get an average value for the amQunt of time spent

out of sohool on assignments, the following olassifioation was made:
TABLE XI
A CLASSIFICATION lIY SCHOOll) SROnING TIlE HOURS SPENT ON HQ}lJEWORK ASSIGt-lMENTS,
AS Il'VDICAI'ED BY A SAMPLE S'(JRVEY CONDUCTED ANOMG THE STUDS1~TS WORKING PART
TIME IN 'rEE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOU; OF lDUI~VILLE, KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1947.
Hours per week
AHRENS ATHERTOl~ CEi~TRAL HALlECK MALE
Boys Girls
Used in homework Boys Girls
7
b
7
13
10
4
12
1-5
4
2
12
2
14
7
3
6-10
1
1
4
6
2
Over 10
3
2
20
19
11
10
20
Total
18
30

MANUAL
23
10
7
40

SHAW1~EE

7
18
24
49

TOT,l,L
85
72
50
207

20

This table indioates that the average time spent on homework
assignments is about seven hours per week.

1'his appears to be a low av-

erage if One remembers that these students are oarrying at least three
aoademio sUbjeots.

This is just another faotor indioating the oonfliot

going on between the student's work program and his sohool studies.
In analyzinb the answers to the question on the questionnaire,
IIDoes your work interfere with your sohooling?", it was interesting to
note that of the 216 reporting" only 28 or about ten per oent stated that
there was any interferenoe.
that many oonfliots do exist"
dents.

Yet all the previous tables have indioated
apparent~y

without the knowledge of the stu-

Perhaps too many of these students are more oonoerned with the mere

money making than anything else.

This is shown by referenoe to Table XVI,

in whioh less than half of the students feel
any worthwhile aotivities in the future.

th~t

their jobs will lead to

In other words" these students

are taking any jobs that they are off'ered" without too muoh thought of the
oonsequenoes to their future or to their present sohooling.
The oonflicts are concerned with the questions whioh involve the
area of extra-ourricular activities, outside sohool assignments, and earning enough for maintenance.

Possibly these oonflicts may be ameliorated

if the students are placed more carefully in situations better suited to
their needs" and if an effort is made to coordinate work programs with the
school's aoademio plan.
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Job Classifioation
The division of the work of 'the students into appropriate oategories may be aocomplished by various methods.

For the purpose of this

study it was deoided to divide the types of student employment into four
oategories. sinoe it was ·found that 95 per oent of the jobs oould be inoluded in suoh a division.

The main groups selected were: sales, service,

olerioal, and industrial work.

An atte~pt was made to group types of jobs

together as far as possible.
Of the total 228 jobs reported, 33 per oent worked in sales; 25
per oent were

empl~ed

in various types ,nf servioes; 26 per cent were em-

ployed in clerical work, while only 11 percent reported industrial work.
Five per cent fell in the oategories of misoellaneous work, including suoh
oocupations as library work and agriculture.
TABLE XII
A CLA,O;,;IFICAT IOi-l BY SEX OF THE TYE&:> OF WONK DONE BY STUDENT;,; OF THE

LOUISVILLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS E:MPLOYED PART 'flME, AS INDICA'l'ED BY A
SURVEY CO~DUCTED APRIL, 1947.

Type of

~vork

Sales
Service
Clerioal
Industrial
Misoellaneous

Total Repor-'liing

Boys

Girls
56

77

21

56
68

38

18

27

27
16

8
8

41
19
8

22
:l"ABLE XIII
A CI...ASCiIFICAl'ION OF 'i'YPES OF WORK DOli&; BY STUD'l<l~TS EMPLuYED PART TI~
IN WUISVILLE SE.NIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, AS nmICATED BY A SURVEY, APRIL, 1947.
SALES WORK
Type of'
Work

AHRENS ATBERTO.N CENTRAL HALLECK
Boys Girls
Boys Girls

2

Dept. Store
"Soda Jerk"

1

Grocery

3

7
1

1

Specia.lty
Stores

1

2

3

Total

5

5

12

1

2·

1

MANUAL

SHAWNEE

TOTAL

3

2

13

27

2

1

1

7

1

2

8

1
1

Drugs

1

MAlE

3

2

3

2

12

4

1

2-

8

21

12

6

6

26

75

SERVICE WORK

1

Baby Sitting
Movies

1

1

2

1

10

5

2
1

3

Bus Boy

1

Waitress

2

1

5

2

9

5

9

15

9

17

49

2
3

Newspaper

~;

8

4

4

6

4

1

2

J anitor -P orter

Total

2

2

Hurses Aid

Gas Station

1

5

INDUS'rRIAL WORK

1

Telephone

1

3

3

11

19
3

Metal & Wocxl

3

Truck Driver

1

1

Mechanics

1

1

Total

5

1

3

2

1

3
2

3

1

1

11

27

23

CLERICAL WORK
AHRENS ATHERrOr~ CENTRAL HALLECK
Tl:2e of
Boys Girls
Work Done Boys Girls
Typing

12

Stock

1

3

2
1

Grocery

2

3

General

3

2

1

1
1

Cashier

5

Total

20

2

:MALE

MAi'jUAL

SHAWI~EE

2

21

4

1

2

2

2

12

1

2

6

15

4

2

3

15

3

1

4

11

4

67

1

1

5

2

3

TOTAL

13

7

MI SOELLANEOUS JOBS

2

1

Library
Farming
Music

1

2

Total

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

3

1

3

1

2

In making any analysis of jobs and their effects On the

4

2

7

3

16
stud~lts

it should be stated at the outset that certain unmeasurable qualities are
inherent in many of these jobs.

For example, there may be some jobs, es-

pecially during prosperous times" that may
have little value.

pi

y well, but which ultimately

Other jobs may be psychologically bad in specific in-

stanoes if the students develop social maladjustmen ts as the result of the
work.

These points are mentioned as they are unmeasurable, and any recom-

mendations oan hardly take them into aocount.

One suoh example might be

the intensified racial antagonism resulting from association with a very
bitterly prejudiced group of men.
where iJo-ch
boring joll.

.i~egro

This prejudice may be found in jobs

and white boys would be competing for the sa.me manual la-

Examples of "this are found in packing, orating, hawling .. and

construction work.
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One of the most importa.nt aspects of the jobs from the training
program viewpoint is whether a Partioular task is going to benefit the
student in the future.

Iu oonnection with this point, the students were

asked whether they felt their present jObs ha.d value for the future.

The

following table summarizes their responses.
TABLE XIV
A CLASSIFICATION OF STT.;1)ENl'S INDICATING 'iffiEl'HER PRESl!:N'l' JOBS WERE LIKELY
TO LEAD TO BETTER FUTURE EMPLOYMEN1' AS INDICATED BY A SAMPLE &lJRVEY CONDUCTED AMONG THE S'rUDENTS WORKIl'JG PARr TUlE Hi THE LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
SENIOR HIGH :SCHOOLS, APRIL, 1947.
ReEl~

A'1'HEH.TOi~

AHRENS

Boys Girls

CEN'.l'RAL HALLECK
Boys Girls

1iLALE

NlA..NUAL

SfuUv'l~1.:E

tOTAL

9

17

7

5

4

12

9

18

22

103

No

10

6

11

9

5

21

13

23

27

125

Total

19

23

18

14

9

33

22

41

49

228

Yes

This seems to indicate that too many of the students are interes"lied only in getting a job, rather than in learning some particular work
whioh may be useful for later life.
TABLE XV
A CLASSIFICATION IN PERCENTAGE OF TEE PERSONS WHO FELT THAT 'THEIR PARTICULAR TYPE OF WORK WOULD lEAD TO SOl'lETHING BE'fTER IN" THE FUTT.JRE, AS INDICATED BY A SAMPLE SlJRVEY OF THE STUDRNTS EMPLOYBD PART T1MB IN 'rHE SEIHOR
~IGH SCHOOLS OF LOUISVILlE, KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1947.
Type of Work

Percentage ReEortlng a Future to the Work

Sales

35

Service

45

Clerioal

60

Industrial

75

This table shows that only 35 per cent who were engaged in sales
work felt tha"\:; their jobs would lead to a better job in the future, while
75 per cent of those engaged in induet;rial work felt that their jobs would
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lead to more profitable employment.

'rhis indioates that the industrial

jobs are more rewarding from the standpoint of making a oareer for the
student than other work.

Lowest on the soale is saleswork whioh in al-

most all Oases reported was of a temporary nature.

The majority of stu-

dents who were dOing sales work were employed possibly one or two afternoons in addition to Saturday.

Sales work seems to be partioularly pop-

ular among girls, sinoe 75 per oent of those reporting sales work were
gir ls.
The general opinion of most of the people who answered the
questionnaires and who were

partioipat~ng

in sales work indicates that sales

work provides a means of meeting adults, and partioipating with them in
oommeroial transaotions.

This aspeot of developing the personality of

sheltered adolescents is indicated by a statement whioh one girl made:
My jOb enables me to meet people.

Before
I started working, I had only a 1'ew olose
friends, and had no oontaots with adults
outside of my own family.

The boys who were engaged in selling aotivities expressed few
oomments other than the feeling of personal satisfaotion which came from
being able to sell an artiole and the feeling of independenoe which came
from the experienoe of meeting people.
In servioes, newspaper oarrying was the highest ranking oocupation among the boys.

This work oarries with it a good many responsi-

bilities suoh as aooounting, dependability of service, and organization
of route.

'£his work has been traditional for generations of school boys,

and i t appears that it sti 11 furnishes a means of pooket money for many
young people.
Among the girls, nursing servioe was listed by some as having
future value.

First it may furnish a basis for oontinuing in a career
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after high sohool.

But more important from a sooial viewpoint is the

value to the oommunity and their future families if these girls have
reoeived training in the teohniques of nursing.

If the sohools are not

fully equipped to teaoh this useful subjeot, then all of the outside
training that oan be secured is to the girls' oredit.
a large

~rt

This is true since

of the work or the wife and mother is conoerned with the bear-

ing and raising of children" and looking after the general physical welfare of the entire family.
Baby sitting seems to be an oooupai;;ion frequently found among
teen age girls and oollege girls.

The

~alue

often is questionable in

that few girls do more than read while the infant sleeps.

Again this job

oould be made more useful if girls oould seoure training in ohild psyohology.
Among the ocoupations finding favor among'the servioes types were
ushering and tioke'l:; selling in movies.

~'io

on the schedules in respeot to this work.

significant oomments were made
However, in the opinion of many

eduoators. there has been agreement that night work is not oonduoive to
studying outside of school.
ing.

Particularly would this be true of movie usher-

Here there is little opportunity for the boys to do constructive work.

Possibly some learn a few of' the techniques of theater management. but for
the most part this sort of training should be gained as a definite oocupational training after high school graduation.
'.i'here was a high inoidenoe of Hegroes in the janitoring servioes.

This is to be expected due to the few economically secure posi-

tions open to

i~egroes

in our society.

In trying to make any estimate of

these janitoring jobs, a few comments from the que~tionnaires may help:
This is merely a means of
earning spending money now.
'fhis job is not very good but
I have to help at home.
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Apparently these jauitoriug jobs offer little exoept manual
labor to the bOys concerned.

If we are going to try to achieve an inte-

gration of the Negroes in this oommunity. a good high sohool work program
oould be very useful.

If the oncoming Negro youth are not trained for

anything useful. the cOImllunity as a whole will suffer in future years.

It

is vita.l that the .Negro youth be inc luded in any progra.m for total youth
organization.
-The large peroentage of individuals reporting -that olerical work
oould lead to a more profitable future will now be analyzed.

In the gen-

eral oategory of clerioal work, typing :and filing duties in oommeroial
establishments seemed to predominate.
mental to girls and

b~s

The need for such work is very funda-

going into oommeroial vooational training.

Both bOYs and girls expressed interest in filing and in over
60 per cent of the oases desired to continue after completion of their
schooling.

These olerical positions offer an excellent opportunity for

integrating in-school learning with practical work experience.

Offioe po-

sitions of students in the Louisville schools are not however, held in
conjunction with school work. but as an out-of-school method of making money.

If a correlated sohool-work program were, established. the sohools'

oourse of study could be designed to help meet the needs oi' the work students' situation. making the total experience meaningful and valuable to
both student and employer.
Grocery c larking

by boyS

is too often merely

'a

,sorting and box-

ing of paokages, involving no training program in store administration or
maintellance.
pl~ees

Again here is an opportunity for the fB. rt time student em-

to learn a very important business, but if' these bOYS are en-

gaged only in simple physical tasks. their potential skills will not be
developed.
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Among the industrial
oame from Ahrens.

workers~

the largest peroentage of the boys

'.lhis is to be expeoted sinoe Ahrens has a oooperative

program designed for its seniors.

The faot that five out of nine of the

industrial workers came from Ahrens tends to be indicative of the suocess
of their vocational training program.
tended as well to other

students~

This training program could be ex-

even though they did not plan immediate

use of their vocational training.
It is not to be argued from this that all schools should place
a larger number of boys in industry.
being primarily a trade
positions.

school~

It should be remembered that

Ahrens~

would ,place greater emphas is on industrial

Instead ~ this trend at Ahrens should indicate that locally ~

more emphasis may be placed on a school-work

program~

since if it works so

well at one school, it oould be applied at other sohools in fields other
than industry.
The value for the boys working in industry is very high in terms
of future experience.

There is no reason why there should not be estab-

lished a greater degree of coordination between school and

industry~

that more young people may participate in industrial oooupations.
the

bOYS

so

l'vlany of

expressed keen interest in the practice of their minual arts.

Here then is one field open to part time employment whioh combines the
interest of the student and a good work-training program.
The girls who participated in this survey and who held industrial jobs were employed as telephone operators.
industrial jObS listed by the girls.

'l'here were no other

Of the eleven reporting that they

were operators, it was found that the majority indicated that a means of
earning spending money was the reason that they were employed.
words~

In other

the aocent was on acquisition of money for conspiouous consumption.
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'l'he eduoational value of learning routine jObs may be less rewarding than
would be desirable.
In summarizing these data, the relative advantages and disadvantages of these jobs have been disoussed.

The analysis has attempted

to indioate espeoially good points, and has likewise made oritioal suggestio:us when needed.

Ii; is hoped that these observations on the nature

0

of the jobs, and the suggestions 01' the last ohapter may serve as the basis
for a reexamination of tl1e employment of our high sohool youth.
Other Aspects of the Louisville A.r:w.1ysis
In analyzing the survey

give~

here in Louisville the following

faots were learned about the eoonomio status of the persons tested.

TABLE XVI
A CLASSIFICATION OF MEMBERS OF THB FAMILIES PROYIDTNG ::iUP.POR'.l' 1ili INDICATI~D
BY A SURygy COHDUC'IED aM01W 'I'liE ::);rUD"l!:J.~'rS WORKbG PAR'l' TIME: Ii~ THE LOUISVILLE,
KEN'£UCKY SE.NIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, APRIL, 1947.

Number of Students
Reporting 'rhis Case

Parent Working

Peroentage

Father Only
Mother Only
Both Parents
Neither

158
14

71

46

21

10

1

Total

228

100

This

information may have serious implioations for the needs of

the adolesoent's home life.
means

7

If' only the father is providing the ohief

of support of the family, which seems to be the tendenoy in Ghe

group sampled, then it may well be that the ohildren of high sohool age
will have

to pay for their awn entertainment and clothing.

When a samp-

ling as was made indioates that suoh a large peroentage of the families
have only one provider, it is difficult to advise the children against
part time employment after sohool hours.
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In seven per oent of the cases the mother only was working.

'rhe

death of the father waS usually the reason stated on the questionnaires.
Such situations provide very sooially atypical backgrounds for the ohildrene
and

This comes about largely through a lack of contact between children
mother, especially when the mother is doing shift work.

In such cases

speoial efforts might be made to provide the student with special working
hours to ooinoide with his mother's working hours.

In this way, it will

be possible for them to be together more frequently.
There should be no need for over ten hours of work per week in
the cases of those students who report :both parents working.

Since 21 per

cent of' the cases reported both employed,. it is possible "Ghat these students are working only for spending money.

'£he opportunity for high sohool

Part time employment should not be denied these people, but generally
those who have both parents workin€;, should not be given first preference
for higher paying jobs.
In a well organized system, precedence would be given to a hardship oase, where there is an opportunity for steady or higher paying employment.

The ourrent social difficulties with child delinquency is an

issue in this part of the problem.

Normally there would be a grea"t;er chance

for delinquency among young people who had little or no parental guidanoe
during the hours spent at home.

Although there should be no attempt to

prevent the children working in oases where both parents are employed,
oertainly agenoies should try to

coordinate the work of the ohildren with

the working hours of the parents.
After presenting the data secured in Louisville, a seleotion of
studies made in other oities will now be disoussed.

As was stated earlier,

oomparisons with othAr surveys tend to point out more sharply and olearly
the major issues in the Louisville sohool-work program.
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Analysis from Other Cities
From the information presented in the following pages, it is
seen that the group of students who are working part time share similar
problems oonoerning both soholastio achievement and employment.

To

think that these problems are totally different from other groups in our
sooiety, would be an error.
merely modifications.

It is better to say that these issues are

The following seleotions from educational and

sooiologioal literature attempt to show some of the diffioulties and oonflicts arising among the students.
In considering the importanoe of ,work done by adolesoents, many
have been prone to underestimate its effect.

However, a San Francisoo

survey oonduoted in 1944 gave the following result: (1)
)

Of the 12548 young people interviewed, 82
per cent had or wanted jobs, only 18 per
oent didn't want jobs, and of these, 70
per cent were under 17. Five hundred more
girls than boys wanted jobs. Of the 5,468
young people working, only 13 per cent
were working for experience.
This survey oonduoted during the wartime emergenoy still is indicative of the aotivity of young people on the job market, but again shows
the need for a better directed program, not an aimless "looking for a jOb."
In Phoenix, Arizona, a survey was oonducted which attempted a
oorrelation

~f

highschool achievement with part time employment. (2) This

survey was carried out under the auspioes of the school, so that a oontrol
group method could be employed.

The survey was conducted among the fresh-

men, sophomores, and junior classes at the Phoenix Union Central High
School.

After the tabulations were made, three factors were considered:

(1) Carmody, Mae. "Value of High School Work Census ll • Oocupations:
Z~} 348-51. ~~roh, 1944
Rodgers, E. L. "Comparisons of High School Achievement of High School
Pupils 1v11O Had Part Time Employment with Averages of Their Respective Grouptl.
Journal of Educational Research: 34: 112-8. Ootober, 1940
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sex~

length of hours employed, and the record of scholastio aohievement.

The groups were divided into boys and girls and also freshmen, sophomores, and juniors so as to note any differenoes in academic work.
It was found that both boys and girls evidenced a greater number of failures among the freshmen and sophomore oontrol groups than in
the junior control groupe
time.

This was also true of the people employed part

In the cases of the girls it was found that those working in the

freshmen group had more failures than the oontrol
freshmen

year~

group~

but that after the

there was no differenoes in the girls .of the working group

and those of the oontrol group.
Iq reoords showed less than 1.5 points differenoe in the median
for the oontrol group and the workers' group.

However, IQ was found to be

inversely proportional -to the hours worked, as it was found that those
bOYS with the lowest IQ's were employed for the greatest number of hours.

The le ngth of time worked seemed to indicate that long working
hours were conducive to failures, espeoially among the bOYS.

The dif-

ferenees between the boys and girls cannot be simply explained in this survey ~ as no further evidence was presented as to the

t~Tpes

of work" or any

of the circumstances of adjustment to the jobs.
For oonvenience, the tables from the freshmen survey have been
presented below so as to illustrate the methodology employed by Mr. Rodgers.
TABLE XVII
A C01VIi?ARISO~ OF I~, GRADE POI.NTS EARNED, PERIOD ABSEl'4CES, AND ::>UBJECT FAILURES OF FRE::'>HME.N BOYS WORKBG PART 'rIME FOR FAY WITH ALL FRESH:tvlEN BOYS.
BASED ON A SURVEY :MADE IN THIS PHOENIX UNION CE1\jTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, PHOENIX,
ARIZONA, 1939.

Number of
Boys
Class
270
22
17

Amount of
'rime EmpIoJ'ed
'fatal Enrollment
All Emp loyed Boys
20-35 Hours
Over 35 tI

IQ
106.2

lU5.5
107.1
102.8

Grade
Point
14.2
14.2
13.4
12.0

Per Cent of
Period A.bsence

Per Cent
Failure

4.7
5.3

8.2

5.0

6.3

11.2

8.1

12.5
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The following study was made by .Mary R. Fisher in Philadelphia. (1)
Table XVIII shows a oomparison oetween the Louisville and Philadelphia
studies.

The survey was oonduoted in 1944 during the war emergency to

asoertain the census of the part-time employment opportunites.

Miss

Fisher divided her findings into the same groups as I did.
TABLE XVIII
A COMPARISON OF 'fHE HOURS SPENT IN f'ART TIllitE ElviPLOYIv.En'.i.' Il~ PHILADELPHIA
Al~n LOUISVILLE I AS INDICATED BY SAl'.:1PLE SL"'RVEYS OF TEE HIGH SCHOOL PART
TIME VORKERS OF THESE TWO CIl'IES I DECEIW:.fSR, 1,944 AbU APRIL, 1947 RESPECTIVELY.
Hours ;:/J2ent in
Gainful Jobs

PHIlADELPHIA
LOUISVILLE
GIRLS
TOTAL BOYS
TOTAL
BOYS
GIRLS
Per Cent -1'Th.ese figures are all in percentages)

1-9

12

10

13

37

16

52

10-19

44

30

55

30

27

30

20-29

34

44

27

22

39

12

30 and over

10

16

5

11

19

6

100

100

100

100

100

100

Total

This table is to be interpreted in this way:

Of the total number

of people working in Philadelphia High Schools, twelve per oent were working less than ten hours

~r

week, while a.mong the bOys, only ten per cent

were working less than ten hours a week.

The other categories of varying

lengths of employment should be read in the same manner.

l'11.e higher

figures for the Philadelphia surveys in the longer ranges of working time
are reflective of the wartime conditions.
Again it is seen tiat long working hours are not; unoommon.
effects of this may be dii'ficult to meaSUl:"e immediately by a survey.

The
How-

evp,r, in terms of long range planning, it is very probable that the futt.cre
health and general welfare of these people may be impaired by long hour'" of
employment during employed

:sa riods.

This is especially true when one real-

(l)Fisher, Mary R.s "Part 'rime Employment of High School Students'!.
Occupations I 23: 161-3. Dec. 1944.
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izes that many of these students are oarrying a full sohool sohedule in
addition to their employment.
The next comparison to note in the literature is the division
of jobs by types.

The following table presents a summary of the results
.
(1)
of a San Francisoo survey of 1943.
1'he table divided the jobs of the

part time workers into oategories aocording to ski1l6 type of service
rendered 6 and

r~ture

of the produot.
TABLE XIX.

A CLASoIFICA'l'IOH OF JOBS OF HIGH SCHOOL BOYS .AJ~D GIRLS EMPlDYED PAR'f 'rIME
AS REPOR'fED IN AN Ai~ALYSIS OF SAN FRANCISCO HIGH SCHOOLS DECEMBER# 1943.

Jobs

'f ota 1

Number

Percentage of All

Retail

2427

45.0

Servioe

658

12.0

.MaIlufaoturing

478

8.9

Connnercial

470

8.8

Government

284

5.3

Gas Station

192

3.6

Wholesale

194

3.6

Miscellaneous

192

3.3

Newspaper

117

2.2

Telephone

125

2.2

Transport

88

1.6

Printery

75

1.4

Shipyard

14

0.1

The above table has been included to give some idea of the types
of work being done in oities larger than Louisville.
note here

tl~t

It is of interest to

retail sales work still olaims a high percentage 6 namely

(1) Carmody, W~ys Ope Cit.
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forty-five per cent of those working.

However, the wider fields of interest

suoh as federal government work, and a larger group of manual arts were reported too.

In this survey, it should be recalled that some of these jObs

were temporary due to the nature of the critical war period.
The following study is herewith summarized since the authors investigated the same problem as proposed in this thesis.

their work waS
(1)

done in the Nolan Intermediate Bchool of Detroit, Michigan.
This study has attempted to answer the question:

What

ha~

been

the etfect of part-time employment on the scholastic aohievement of boys
in secondary sohools?

'I'wo hundred and ,fifty :rart-time employed boys were

ma-tched with 250 non-employed boys according to intelligence, curricular
grade, and physical age within six months.
a measure of achievement.

Teacher's marks were used as

For each pupil, the honor point average for

mathematics, English, social soience, and physical science, alld all other
suojects were combined to calculate the overall grade.
In general it was found

tha~

physical science"sooial science,

and total honor unit averages of the employed group were higher than the nonemployed group.

In English and mathematics, the non-employed group had a

slight advantage.
None of the differences was statistically significant.

The major

finding that this investigation has revealed is that part-time work for
these boys has had no apparent deterimental effect upon the student's academic
achievement as measured by teacher's grades.

(1)

Giles, L. N. & Nemzek, C. L., "Effect of Part 'rime Employment on Scholastic Achievement". Journal of Sooial Psychology, 13: 1941: 419-22.
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CHAPTER THREE

The foregoing chapters have dealt with the historioal background, and the looal and national analyses of the school-employment problem.

An attempt; has been made to relate the important aspects o:f my sur-

vey with other surv,eys to give some meaSure o:f compa.rison.
In this last chapter a critique of the school-work program will
be presented, which will endeavor to show the solut ions found to be practical.

Then a brief summary proposing definite s'Geps to be taken in

Louisville, will :follow.
Having presented a baokground of the looal high school parttime employment situation, the next maj'or step will be the presentation of
a pragmatio plan to oorreot the evils of the present situation.

Such a

program, aocording to most of the literature on the subject, should be
broad enough to cover not only the small percentage of students who are
going to pursue careers in a trade, but should be so designed as to provide opportunities for everyone.

That is, the basis of any really good

work program would be the placing of all students who indicated a desire
for work in a suitable job.
which jobs would be

ob~ained.

There should be a clearing agency through
Preferably such an agency would work in

close cooperation with an employment agenoy and the local schools.
The following plan was recommendedby' one group as an initial
start for organizing youth'
Suggested Plan of Aotion to Start High School
Work Progr~m' (1)
1.

The War 1~npower Commission should determine the
needs of the 0 ommuni ty with referenoe to total
labor force, and then with referenoe to the numoer of part-time jobs available.

2.

The high sohools should appoint oounselors to get
data on the baokgrounds and needs of the students
interested in the work program.

oommittee of public minded oitizens
1 Woellner, R. C. "Part-Time ElJI.ployment of Youthtl. School Review: 52:
584-0, Deoember, 1944.
* The War Manpower Commission would be replaoed by a civilian group.

3. A
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should back a drive to arouse awareness in
the local employers.
4.

All employment should be coordinated through
the local employment bureau.

5.

A careful cheokup should be made to ascertain
i f employers will establish a training program on the job.

6.

Referrals for jobs should then be handled
through the schools.

w.

All of the laoor market should be supplied
from registrants at the bureau.

To give an example of the effectiveness of this

program~

L. H.

Hoover's artiole on the working of the:plan in Exoelsior, Minnesota, is
(1)

oited.
in 1942.

This program was initiated in oooperation with the war effort
A placement bureau was first established for the organization

of the project.

After the employers started making their applioations

for worke rs, the program developed well.

Cooperation of the tea.ohers

was stressed in helping the pupils to adjust to their new situations.
In general, a harmonious program was established, in which even the
teachers made inspection trips to some of the estaolishments.
Another aspect of the program of securing suitable jobs for
high sohool students is knowing about the home situation.

Jt is ad-

visable to know, for example, whether the parents are working, how much
the income is, and what sort

of job the father has.

In the small per-

centage of cases reporting in the local survey that neither parent was
working, the reason was usually given that the parents were dead.

It

would seem that special attention should be given this group in any program, since an orphan may have peculiar problems of adjustment.

(1)

Hoover, L. H. "Jobs for Pupils".
November, 1942.

Clearing Houses

17$ 169-73
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To make a oomparison with the looal survey, I am listing below
(1)

the results of a similar survey oonducted by Mary Fisher in Philadelphia.
TABLE XX
THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD WHO ARE WORKIIW AS INDICATED BY A SURVEY CONDUCTED IN A PHILADELPHIA SEiHOR HIGH SCHOOL. 1944 AMONG THE :)'I'UDEH'l'S WORK-

niG

PART TIME.

Father Employed Only
Mother Employed Only
Both Parents
Neither Parent

Per Cent
69
7

18
6

100

Total

The tendenoy for both parents to work is becoming a major consideration in other urban areas in America.

Mary Fisher's report is cited

elsewhere in the thesis as it provided some basis of comparison of the problem.s of the part-time working populations of other schools.

Wartime con-

ditions may account for differenoes in the Louisville and Philadelphia surveys.
Having presented the survey and its findings, as well as the social implications, it would be wise to oonsider from all overall viewpoint
the advantages and disadvantages of the work program.

In g'eneral two argu-

ments !:l.re ourrent in educational circles _ First, a school-planned work
program is held to be valid only for trade schools, but not for people
who are planning profeSSional c.areers.

Seoond, there are those who main-

tain that all students should have incorporated with their aoademic
training a certain amount of first hand experienoe.
Now

th;~t

the problem in the eduoational field has been stated,

the observations of educators will be given from both the positive and
negative approach.

A few programs have been ohosen for which attempts

(1)

Fisher,

l~ry,

Op_ Cit.
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have been made

GO

deal with the subjeot oi' part time employment.

objeotive view is given by these

comments~

.A fairly

sinoe they have been seleoted

from a wide spread area.
Again referring to Philadelphia's school-work

program~

another

analyst. Bruce 16 Seur, found several advantages in the school-work program.
Students learned skills in operating machines and acquired new methods of
olerical detail not possi ble in the school training program.

I'oo~

a greater

knowledge of geographical and cultural areas was acquired through the prooesses of many of the training programs.
to the students during their

out-of-so~ool

Accuracy in the work was stressed
hours.

Le ;;'eur felt that the

students working and functioning in the adult world built a sense of belonging. whioh surpassed all of the other features combined.
In addition to
Seur reported.
commerce~

~hese

benefits, school work

w~s

improved, Le

School credit was ?;iven for supervised work in indus try or

so that a part of the total curriculum became concerned with

the work program.

Employers and teachers

interc}~nged

ideas and visits.

so that a greater feeling of community cooperAtion was developed.

Stu-

dent;s gave leotures in their English olasses based on their experien ces
in oommeroe or industry.
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Le

~eur

concluded his study with the iollcwing table which shows
.

(1)

the types of jobs and the peroentage in each category.
TABLE XXI
A CLASSIFICA'l'ION OF TYPES OF WORK DONE BY 254 STUDENfS WORKING PAR'l' 'rnlJE
IN THE PHILADELPHIA l-iIGH SCHOOLS, 1945.

Type of Work

Per Cent

C1erioal and Kindred
Labor
Stock and ~hipping
Sales Persons
Wrappers
Ourside Delivery
Servioes
Crafts
Telegraph ~ssenger
Learners in Professions
Caddies
.Newsboys

21
18
15
15
9
8
5
2
1
1
0

*

(*) Less than 1 per cent.
In another survey in San FranCisco, John L. Roberts gives some
challenging facts and an even more arresting story.

In 1942, it was

announced that boys and girls might go to school for four hours and work
for four hours.
supervision.

Credit was to be given for the time spent in working under

The following quotations from Robert's study give a good

appraisal of the program.
Placement on the job is made by the school
placement interviewer under cooperative
arrangement with the U. S. ~mployment Service. Every attempt is made to see that
both the schoo~ program and the j~2)fit
into the life plans of the pupil.
Robert's reported the following information about the pupils
after a year's employments
Eighty seven per cent of the 615 students
participating replied to the questionnaires.
Jobs varied from life guarding to filing
clerk, with the greater majority in
(l)Le Seur, Bruce L.:r "Philadelphia's School-Work Program" 0 Occupations:
23: 343-350, March, 1945.
(2)Roberts, John L.: "Blueprint from San Francisco". Progressive Education:
24s 66-71: November, 19460
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distribu"cive occupa.tions. Only 7 per
cent of the gr oup felt that their tea lth
was not so good as when they entered the
program. Sixty 'l'hree per cent said grades
remained the same, a.nd 29 l~r cent replied they had improved. ( )
Continuing his report, Roberts next listed the outcome of the
questionnaires sent to employers.

'.rhe following quotation is the im-

por-caut part of the data he collected:
The employer questionnaire asked "l;he op~n~ons
of this group as to the value of the work experienoe to themselves and to the pupils,
whether or not they plarmed to continue hiring
part-time students, and whether or not they
would hire the same students.
:)eventy Two per oent of the employers returned
the questionnaires. Of this number, 95 per
cent felt the experience was worthwhile for the
students a.nd 97 per cent felt the employers
had benefited. Ninety '.rhree per oent of the
employers intended to continue hiring students
on a. work experience basis, and 70 per cent
would be willing to hire the same student.
They 1'eltt;he program should be expanded and
be made more flexible and that pupils be more
carefully selected for particular jobs. (2)
Roberts in ooncluding his report said tha.t a survey of the scholastic grades of this group indioated that only 10 per oent dropped in
scholarship, while nearly 40

per cent actua.lly improved their record.

1'his study could have far reaohing consequences if' reports of
this sort could be made in a larger number of citiies.

In this wa.y, more

generalizations could be made about employer-student relationships.

It

would be dangerous to make ally assumptions on the basis of this single
survey.

The nature of the war-time conditions and the emphasis on voca-

tional training in the plan make it somewhat one-sided for many schools.

( 1) Ibid.
(2)

ROberts, J. M. Ibid.
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It seems that somewhere between the extreme of vocational planning and no
coordination at all, there should be a middle course that could be adapted
to all high school students.
According "to many of the leading educators, a well designed work
program inc ludes such elements as student participation in the adult world,
and a greater emphasis on personal habits of dressing, health, and puncua.lity.

Of' course, if no ef1'ort is made in selecting a good job, and the

student is completely disinterested in his work, t:len little of any value
will be forthcoming.
Some J'ears ago, the l"ational. Youth Administration was the leading Federal Agency which coordinated student employment.

Mr.

N~nn,

a

director of the N. Y. A., summarized the sooial implioations of a work program.
The idea of wo rk as a part of education
is in no way new. As a matter of fact,
it is as old as history itself. In the
earliest literature we can find, work is
not only a part of eduoation, but a
principal means of' educat ion.ive read
in the Talmud: liAs the law is important,
so is the knowledge of work." (1)
After giving an exoellent history of the working oonditions in
the' oolonies and the reform laws of child labor in England, 1'.r. Mann
continues:
As we reach maturity as a nation, we can see the
results of our previous experienoes from this review of the relation of work and eduoation; we see
the importance of both and their olose relationship. iVe are entering on a new period in which
work and eduoation will be the component parts of
a total program for the personal development of
youth. We can see that everyone must work and
(1)

Ma.nn, George C.: "Value of Work in EdUcation in the Secondary i3chool"
Bulletin of National Association of SeconJary Scho~ Principals: 25:
77-83, March, 1941.
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contribute his share to the nationa.l income
and receive his just share for his labor.
iie can see that the 10'(; of man is work, and
to stigmatize it and shun it, brings ruin
to the individua.l a.nd to the nation. We can
see that all work and no leasure, as was the
condition during the low'est period of our industrial setup" and that all education and no
work, in its true sense, as was the case in
more recent times, are ooth destructive. 'i'e
must have philosophy with our daily living
and reaHty with our education. Niore education in the early days would have prevented the vast destruction of our national
resources ,but educat ion without an established contact with reality, means failure
to utilize the vast human resources we have.
IVe ha.ve to realize the importance of work
and work experience, as a vital phase of education. lie must re'alize that both are important for the individual and to our democracy which is composed of individuals. (1)
In accordance with this philosophy of active participation, the
federal government's NYA project waS the most energetic expression yet manifested in this country.

The program offered a wealth of stimulating sug-

gestions and aids in establishing workable programs for youth.
classified in five categories:

Jobs were

(1) construotion and maintenanoe; (2) de-

partmental assistanoe projects, such as, library servioe, book repairing
in sohool eto; (3) olerical and service assistants; (4) such semi-professional projects as first aid

roon~,

clinios, and playgrounds; and (5)

those students who oould work only on the school premises, or failed to
fit into one of the other groups.

This last group aided in the operation

of visual aid school equipment, helping younger ohildren in lower grades,
or being assistants to teaohers.
This brief survey of the NYA has been inc ludPd to indicate its
usefulness in the past, and to add additional information in favor of the
establishment of such a projeot.
(1)

Mann, George

e.s

Ibid.
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So far only the favorable impressions have been given.

Next

the other facts should be presented.

Rather than say that these reasons

explain why school-work programs have

failed~

it would be safer to say

that these are pitfalls to be avoided in formulating the program.
As has been pointed out in the local survey. the jObs requiring
long hours are undesirable.

In a system of work where the school takes

no active part. the ooys and girls have no guidanoe or ability to resist
Too often the students, al-

the demands of the employers offering jobs.

though wanting to work only ten or twelve hours a week, are foroed to
work longer.

The employers tell them

28 hours per week will be oonsidered.

~hat

only persons willing to work

Thus the student is automatically

required to work these long hours.
In the local survey, several instanoes of this were reported.
A few comments will illustrate the situation.
At first I worked for about eight hours
a week on Saturday and then my boss said
I had to work two full afternoons.
I wanted a job as an usher, but the only
way I could get it, was by working three
evenings and &aturday.
In addition the employers have taken advantage of student labor
during especially bUsy seasons, while not providing any work for them
- normally.

If a school-work program committee, were established, such bad

practices would not be as likely to occur.

(1)

Hanna orought up another aspect of the fai lure of s ome

s~rstems.

He says that too often work is given to the student without any sort of
training program to correlate it with learning.

That is, i f a boy is told

to loao artioles in boxes or if he is given a broom and mop for eight hours
a day, nothing has been accomplished of a constructive nature.

This is not

(1)
lianna, J. M.: ItIs It Cooperative Education"?: Clearing House: 20: 473-4,
April, 1946.
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to say that routine work is

0

ompletely

inadvisable~

as actually s"J.ch jObs

may do a great deal for boys and girls who have never been given responsibilities at home.

The point is rather that such routine work must ue

given in a total program which will incorporate more useful learning
situations.
Hanna points out too that the diffioulty so often is that long
hours merely mean that there is less time for eduoation" recreation" and
extra-currioular aotivities.

If the student is unadjusted to the

jOb~

then

even more far-reaching difficulties will be encountered in the a.dministration.
His final sugges-(iion to make, a sohool-work program more efficient
is the hiring of a full time co-ordinator in cha.rge of the plaoement of
aotivities" so that competent integrated work may De acoomplished.
Those who feel that pragmatic experiences are worthless stress
the necessity of a fully rounded academic oackground to meet the needs of
the world community" rather than practical ·work experience.

They emphasize

tihe lack of proper educational background for these future citizens if they
are forced at an early age to give up a portion of their school hours t;o
working.
The answer to these prople would seem to be to make an analysis
of the progressive systems that have had a correlated work program long
enough to have produced prople'who ha.ve actually started on their careers.
In this way" a comparison could be made to show what importance the sucoessfully adjusted individuals gave to their earlier training.
An integral part 01' the school work program is the problem of
persons dropping out of school because of economic hardships.

Recognizing

the need for more data on the SUbject ~ the liational Child le.bor Connnittee
made an extensive investigation.

The following summary is an abstract of

Mr. Harold J. Dillon's work with the Committee.
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( 1)
According to Dillon's repor'ti, a li1rt-time program establishes:

(1) A tendency to hold in school students who might have
otherwise left for full time work.

(2) An improvement in attendanoe and scholarship.
(3) A oritioal self-appraisal of students.

(4) A jOb-placing in line with the students abilities
rather than in a totally unrelated position.

(5) A Detter safeguard against violation of child la bor
laws.
(6) A sense of belonging to the adult world.
(7) A greater cOl~idence among the adults of their ohildrents abilities.
(8) A basis for the teacher's evaluation of technical
skill.

(9) A basis for job orientation through a job training
program.
(10) A Detter basis for education-labor-management relations and the consequenoes of their working together, for the good of the community.
This report sUIlllDB.rizes the advice of some of the nation's lead ..
ing educational research groups.

'rhe problem left to the individual c am-

munity is the need for its schools and industries to harmonize and make of
its youth a well integrated group.
This chapter so far has emphasized the educators' views of the
school-work program; next the local situation should be stated with reference to jobs for part-time workers.
A representative of the local Kentucky Employment Bureau reported in an interview that no part-time jobs existed at the moment with
but one exception, packing and boxing.

'l'hese jobs, though few in number,

(l)DillOll, Harold J. "Work Ex~erience in Sec ondaryEducation; a Study of PartTime School- and 'viork Programs • 1946: .National Child labor Committee.
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are available for boys who are willing to work in warehouses of the various
produoe and commeroial enterprises.

There was reported a demand for girl

stenographers, but these openings required full time employees.

In general

there was no organized division of the Bureau which made a practioe of working with students seeking part-time work.
A part of the lack of interest of employers was attributed by some
individuals to the poor oooperation that so many of the young people exhibited during their employment as war workers.

this idea though, was not

(1)

borne out oy the San Francisoo projeot.
Another aspect of the local

~roblem

of-school people in the sohool age group.

has been the work done oy out-

In oonjunotion with this problem,

a study was made in Louisville in april, 1947 by the Labor Department.

The

following paragraphs summarize the findings pUblished in a preliminary re(2)
port by Miss Elizabeth S. Johnson.
The survey was made through interviews with 500
young people and 40 employers chosen as a cross
seotion. The young people were divided into
three age groups: 14 and 15; 16 and 17; 18 and
19. They represent a cross section of out-ofschool youth in the c anmuni ty.
The preliminary report showed that 44 per cent
of the bOYS and girls, 14 and 15, who have left
sohool and are looking for jobs have been unable
to find jobS. In the 10 and 17 age braoket, the peroentages dropped to 35 and of those, 18 and 19,
only 19 per oent failed to find work.
The survey showed that about half those under 18
left school without oompleting more than the
eighth grade. The reason most frequently given
was some dissatisfaotion in relation to school.
Next reason was economio pressure.
These preliminary data indioate the need for an overall sohoolwork program.

If there had been a program in foroe which would have pro-

(1) Cf: P. 48.
(2) Johnson, Elizabeth S.: "Preliminary and Incomplete Re_no ,.. .... of Findings
to Louisville Cooperating Committee on Study of Youth EmplpumAut." Unpuolished Report of U. S. Deptrtment of !.&bor, Division of labor Stan<"1a rds •
April, 8, 1947.
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vided a more meaningful interpretation of the sohool currioulum, many of
these young people oould
s itua't;i ons.

m ve seoured some measure of adjustment to their

CHAPTER FOUR

COHCLUSION
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CHAPTER IV
Conolusion
The survey made in Louisville raised the major question:

!1~ihat

are the important effeots of part-time work on high sohool studen"(;s, from
a sociologioal viewpoint?1I

At this point, it is unnecessary to repeat the

findings incorporated in chapter two of this thesis, but to reiterate the
general oonclusions.
In considering the various relationships as a totality, it is
seen that t;he following faotors 100m large as a result of the student's
work:
(1)

In general too muoh time is being spent
on outside work to do justice to formal
schooling.

(2)

There is an unorganized school-work program.

(3)

The partioular jobs and the reasons for
the student's working are both often
far from an ideal situation.

(4)

There is a serious and immediate need
for a basic solution to the educational
work needs of high school students.

If it Oan be assumed that these are the major problems to be
met, then the following proposal might be offered as a beginning plan to
satisfy the student's needss
(1) F.:stablish a well informed oommittee to determine through
interviewing and sheoking of te rsonality inventory tests just what the
vital needs of these young people are.

At this point, it could be deter-

mined approximately wha.t IS roentage wan;/ and need outside work, what kind
aud how muoh.

'roo, a group of competent psyohologists and sooiologists

oould serve as a counseling group to advise young people in their educational needs.
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(2)

Present this information tOGhe sohool authorities I so that

a more effioient planning of plant equipment and personnel oould be most
advantageously employed.

If the sohool authorities knew approximately

what peroentage of students wunted pre-oollege training and industrial
training a muoh better use of spaoe and equipment oould be effeoted.
(3)

Organize a oommittee of employers and teachers to work out

an elaborate oooperative system whioh would meet the needs of all students
who want to work, regerdless of
(4)

whe~her

or not they are going to college.

Appoint a full time counselor in eaoh high sohool who would

be responsible for coordinating the specifio students' activities in and
out of sohool after jobs have been established in the community by the
group referred to in the preceding statement.
There s·till remains one important question unanswered:

llVall·

Louisvi 11e be able to carry out or even approximate such a program?"
answer to this lies with the entire popUlation.
where; it is not impossiole.

The

The plan has worked else-

It is hoped that soon this oommunity may

share with other American cities the benefits of a well integrated sohoolwork program.
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Appendix
Schedule of Questi on for Part Time dork in high Schools
English Unit:

Sex:

IQ:

ASR:

Extra-Curricular activities; (give specific aotivity and
approximate hours spent in this)

Hours spent in an average sohool week outside of school
on your school assignments.
Does your father work?
Does your mother work?
(That is, gainful employment)
Total hours spent in an average week in gainful employment
(This total refers to work for whioh you were oompensated
with actual monetary remeneration l not household chores)
You may fill in a list of days below if it helps to recall
your work.
Sun.

Mon.

'fues.

:iied.

'fhurs.

Fri.

Sat.

TOTAL

HOUES ,WRKED

Was this money necessary to maintain you in school?
(You need not answer this if you prefer not to.)
Type of work done:

(Briefly desoribe your work, eg. 1 baby
sitting, movie ushering, clerk, etc.)

Do you feel t~at this work will lead you to a better job in
the future, or is it merely a means of income at the moment?
In what specific ways has your IB rt time work interferred
with your sohooling?

Any general comments on your situation may be made below$

